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Introduction
Sustainable Buildings Canada (SBC) is the Ontario Partner in the International Energiesprong
initiative.
Based on the successful European Energiesprong (ES) program, this project aims to deliver a
market transformation program that results in whole-home retrofits of existing social housing
buildings that achieve net zero energy performance at equivalent or lower costs than alternative
replacement efforts. The ES Initiative will
demonstrate technical solutions that feature a
Purpose of Energiesprong Research
complete re-cladding of the existing envelope
Initiative
and roof, a replacement of the existing
mechanical system(s) with high performance, low
Test and demonstrate the integration
carbon alternatives and the installation of solar
platform for the retrofits
PV arrays on each unit.
Measure the energy and carbon
The ES program is designed to deliver fully
reductions
integrated retrofitted units to participating
Verify retrofit costs
housing providers focusing on part 9 row housing
and 3-story stacked multi-residential units. This
Establish a pathway to achieving the cost
project has two phases: a design workshop, in
effectiveness of the approach where the
which multidisciplinary teams will design business
intent is to deliver the retrofits at a
cases and technological solutions for net-zero
significantly lower cost than a new
energy fuel cost retrofits that incorporate the
construction alternative
components described above. The second phase,
Showcase an approach to achieving
subject to CMHC and/or FCM Innovation Fund
significant improvements to a building
Applications will see the construction and
stock that is in dire need of repair.
assessment of the proposed designs on the
project sites.
This stage of the project is intended to test and demonstrate the capability of the market to
deliver durable and affordable deep energy efficient retrofits with verifiable results. It will
establish one or more pathways to achieve this goal at significantly lower cost than a new
construction alternative. The outcome will be to showcase an approach to significantly improving a
large share of the existing building stock in Ontario. This segment of the housing sector is in dire
need of repair and would benefit from a streamlined approach to building retrofit.
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Industry Engagement Workshop Highlights – Toronto –
June 11, 2019
Sustainable Buildings Canada would like to thank PCL Construction for hosting the industry
engagement workshop at their PCL Agile facility in Mississauga, ON.
Over the course of researching the Energiesprong Initiative, through both the workshops and
Industry outreach, SBC has engaged with designers, fabricators and manufacturers who have all
expressed interest and enthusiasm for the approach and it’s potential. The research has
determined that from a policy and economics perspective, the approach is viable, and SBC is now
ready to engage with Industry to explore the path to implementation.
The Industry Engagement Workshop is the third and final workshop of the Energiesprong Research
Initiative, an SBC project aimed at introducing the Energiesprong International market
transformation program to Ontario. Aimed at delivering net zero energy fuel cost refurbishment
in the social housing sector, the purpose of this workshop was to engage with Industry participants
and stakeholders to demonstrate the potential business opportunity to Industry leaders like PCL
Construction and supporting product and assembly manufacturers.
At the industry engagement workshop, technical staff from Industry-leading component
manufacturers were invited to participate with three different design teams at PCL’s Agile flex
manufacturing facility. The interdisciplinary design teams and a panel of building science experts
brainstormed and white boarded technical solutions to panelized building component integration
in a team hackathon format.
The teams were tasked with working through technical barriers identified in the previous
workshops (found at www.sbcanada.org/energiesprong) to establish a design brief to inform
CMHC and FCM Innovation Fund applications for participating Social Housing Providers, and
Property Manager and Developer Greenwin.
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Energiesprong Industry Engagement Workshop – Goals & Criteria
Working with your panel manufacturer, participants will design and describe a net zero
energy fuel cost refurbishment with the following criteria in mind and provide specific
details for the technical considerations identified in the previous reports.
Customer satisfaction guarantee (Comfortable)






21 deg heating
18 deg cooling
190 L hot water = 40 continuous minutes of shower per day
420 minutes of fresh outside air/day
19.5 kwh of electricity consumption / day

Retrofitted to net zero energy fuel cost (Financeable)
Construction paid through savings (Affordable)
Construction guaranteed for 30 yrs (Durable)
Units finished in 1 day, onsite with tenant’s in-situ (Fast)
The workshop brought together design and construction expertise and interested manufacturers in
a “hackathon” format to develop solutions to a whole home, net zero refurbishment using a blue
sky and whiteboard approach. These design solutions will inform submissions to CMHC and FCM’s
Innovation fund applications on behalf of participating Not for Profit Housing Providers.
Three separate teams, each consisting of an architect, a panel manufacturer, a window
manufacturer and a pre-fabrication expert applied their collective expertise to explore
integration of their offerings to optimize the energy efficiency, air tightness and onsite
constructability of an offsite manufactured over cladding solution. Envelope, airtightness and
assembly process expertise was on hand and available to teams for input and advice, and a
fourth team of mechanical and renewable manufacturers explored modular HVAC and building
integration of renewable energy components.
The design goals and criteria for the workshop were determined by a mandate to achieve longterm occupant comfort, material durability, energy efficiency and affordability. Buildability, the
ability to complete the renovation process quickly and accurately, was also a key concept
underlying the discussions. Specific performance metrics related to thermal comfort, indoor air
quality and energy consumption were given for participants to gauge customer satisfaction.
Guiding questions were provided to encourage detailed discussions that would delve into realworld solutions to the stated challenges. These questions covered materials, pre-fabrication
processes and on-site assembly methods as well as mechanical system considerations and solar
power system integration.
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Questions: Construction

Questions: Enclosure

 How are assemblies packed for delivery?

 How are panel assemblies joined to ensure air,

 How are assemblies rigged for lifting?
 What is the construction sequencing?

vapour and bulk water tightness?
 How flexible is assembly for ‘out of true’
conditions on-site?

Questions: HVAC
 Gas or electric?
 How is ductwork /electrical/ control wire
distributed and connected?
 How is HVAC module connected to structure?
 How is solar PV mounted?
 What control is required?
 How is energy info controlled and displayed?

 How is roof intertied to wall panel assembly?
 How are panels mounted to the brick façade?
 How is roof attached and made watertight?
 How are rooftop solar brackets connected?
 How are basements insulated from exterior
and protected above grade?
 How are garage wall and exposed floors
treated?
 How are window and door jamb extensions
made airtight and finished inside?
 How are exterior electrical/mechanical box
and vent extensions facilitated and made
airtight?

The Case Study

 How is bulk stormwater managed?

An affordable housing project owned and operated by Interfaith Homes was selected as the
model for this workshop. The case study contains 48 townhouses on a 12,946.35m 2 acre site in
Scarborough, Ontario. To reflect different types of heating systems and floorplans, energy
models were generated for two buildings prior to the workshop. Participants were asked to
consider implementation of their system on these two buildings; an end unit and a middle unit.

Technical Discussions Highlights
This section provides highlights of the technical discussions from each group as they worked to
design a prefabricated solution to the case study. While all participants faced a common
challenge, the solutions developed through the hackathon process were unique to each group.
Several implementation challenges were identified for future consideration, including:






Foundation wall excavation
Roof-wall panel connections
Irregular connections to adjacent buildings
Window installation during pre-fabrication or on-site
Construction timelines
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Group 1 – Panergy Wall System
General discussion









Panergy offers a prefabricated insulated wall system in
partnership with a firm in the Netherlands;
In the Netherlands efforts are being made to construct
the panels using robotics to reduce manufacturing costs;
Currently, the panels are primarily used in new
construction;
Suitable for low rise towns and mid-rise up to 6-storeys;
Consists of external insulation with an outbound air and
moisture barrier, eliminating the need for the interior
vapour barrier;
Nominal insulation R-value is R-20/22;
The product has been used in the Netherlands for 30
years;
A mock-up is available for viewing at the company;

Implementation challenges for retrofit
 Window and door installation – explored moving the windows to become part of the
pre-fabrication solution and installed in the factory and concerns about the glazing
durability in transit;
 Bricks are bonded one brick at time by robotics and has longer timelines compared to a
sheet process;
 Shipping volume and restrictions may increase transportation costs;
 Panel to panel connections are key points of installation and require highly trained
labour;
 Sealing these connection points against the elements requires detailed design and
installation;
 Structural connectors – Ontario has been slow to adopt construction technologies that
have been widely adopted in the European building sector;
 Limited acceptance by municipalities and approval authorities necessitates education
on the proven benefits and technical capabilities of novel technologies and approaches;
Panelization overview
 Industry has identified increased interest in panelized construction to meet demands
for reduced costs and timelines for construction;
 Recent trends in municipal zoning rules toward supporting laneway houses is identified
as a potential application;
 PCL and Panergy described their panel construction process;
 Considerations for and relative merits of metal (PCL) vs wood studs (Panergy) in
reference to the case study;
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Windows
 In-Line spoke to the durability of their glass and ability to meet high-performance
standards;
 Aesthetic concerns related to high-performance windows have been overcome with
newer manufacturing process;
 Fibreglass frames are highly durable and can meet the 30-year standard set by
Energiesprong;
 Current practice is for the window manufacturer to manage installation of all
fenestration at the building site or in factory dependent upon the project constraints;
 Weight of the window is a significant factor in this decision;
 Window sealing during installation is a key point requiring highly trained labour to
ensure durability;
Challenges with panel construction
 Manufacturing concrete panels with windows requires a high degree of confidence and
expertise;
 Transportation issues related to orientation of panels during shipping;
 PCL has used panels 4.2m (14 ft) in length for a recent project;
 Considerations for installation orientation and related challenges including challenges
for window installation in vertical or horizontal wall panels;
 Roof connections will require detailed design and highly trained labour for durable
installation;
 Considerations for on-site fabrication installation – roles, responsibilities,
accountability;
 Panel design requires careful consideration of potential breakage, installation detailing,
and use of proper connectors to address thermal bridging;
 Adding weight to the exterior of an existing building raises considerations for structural
issues;
 Everything done in the factory will
add to the transportation
considerations – e.g. the addition of
preinstalled joints will add length;
Case Study-specific discussion





Considerations for insulating down to
the frost line – bearing capacity of
soil;
Weight of cladding and connectors
supporting the cladding;
Consideration for cladding
attachments include structural
support and thermal bridging;
Transitions from panels to roof –
structural capacity of connectors –
considerations for wind uplift, PV
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panels;
The existing roof trusses might not be able to carry any additional mass, an alternative
approach is to bridge a roof panel over the existing roof;
Discussion of PV attachment methods including adding columns for support;
Discussion of relative benefits of hanging panels from roof vs attaching from
foundation;
The weight of the brick cladding will be a major concern, not the wood stud walls
however, the Panergy wall system appears to be an appropriate weight;
Moisture issues within the existing wall may have to be addressed to ensure durability;
Alternative insulating materials, such as material
wool, were reviewed for inclusion in the Panergy
system, which currently uses EPS;
Removal of existing cladding may minimize weight
concerns but would add other issues including time
and waste disposal;
The building perimeter will require excavation to
install foundation insulation and provide a
consistent thermal control layer – adding a
significant scheduling consideration;
The fastest excavation technique, hydraulic vacuum
trenching, may increase costs substantially;
Possibly preferable to avoid touching the existing
foundation wall in case of the need for supporting
walls;
Spray on air barriers would provide timeliest
method of installation;
Panel joints and other connection points are
typically hidden, building shape may lend itself to horizontal panel design to ensure
this;
Comprehensive discussion of detailing from wall to roof – on-site remedial work would
be required;
A higher I/CRF rating for the windows would address condensation risks given that the
existing wall will remain;
Humidity control considerations must be addressed for this project;
Review of ENERGY STAR requirements for the windows and the durability of the
window system components;
Garage doors present significant air leakage points, the case study site will require a
unique solution for numerous garage design;
Suggestion to provide chases for the mechanicals within the panels by leaving gaps in
the spray foam;

Summary considerations



Thermal value of panel should be R-43 (effective);
Consideration for airtightness: envelope penetrations associated with mechanicals,
services, etc.;
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Dave Petersen provided window specifications to the modelling team;
Panel to panel connections will need to be worked out;
Window installation and detailing considerations but
no real barriers to implementation;
Changing XPS to semi-rigid insulation should be
considered;
All transportation issues need to be identified early in
the process;
Roles, responsibility, accountability will be very critical;
More discussion on basement issues is required;
Construction timeline is critical – (does the retrofit
have to take place in one day?)
Net-zero energy cost target is ambitious by achievable;
From an architect’s point of view the question is how
and when to introduce a solution without needing to
single source;
Investment – P3 projects – the challenge of getting the
right people involved to ensure success;
Key to successful implementation is planning and
preparation work prior to construction;
For suppliers, the financial model on residential side makes it challenging but they
acknowledge that this sector would benefit greatly from prefabrication;

Group 2 – Legalett Building System
General discussion
The group began by discussing the importance of non-technical issues that may have a bearing on
the success of the Energiesprong model of exterior over-cladding including Operations and
Maintenance (O&M), product warranty terms, financial terms for products that may need to be
delivered to a manufacturing facility several months prior to final installation, and the need to
ensure detailed sequencing on site for optimal installation processes.
The technical discussion raised key considerations for design of a panelized over-cladding system
including the need for structural stability, concern regarding methods of affixing any substantial
weight to the exterior cladding, the importance of adding insulation to the foundation/basement
walls which includes structural support for above-ground wall panels, the potential for roof design
to vary significantly from site to site, and the need for well-detailed window designs to ensure
maximum light penetration and vision area while minimizing thermal losses.
The final design based on the discussion would result in a wood-framed panel rated at R-31 using
EPS insulation, integrated metal strapping to support exterior cladding, factory-installed windows,
and an ICF foundation.
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Wall panels










Design summary: EPS with integral metal strapping, exterior cladding, interior fibreglass
matting, air barrier affixed to existing cladding;
Estimated wall performance rating of R-31;
Legalett produces EPS insulation panels
with integral strapping rather than a
complete wall panel/system, and the
discussion focused on designing a complete
panelized system employing this product;
Wood frame would provide structural
rigidity and bear the weight of the panel
on hanging clips affixed to the existing
cladding, floor plate and foundationaffixed angle bracket;
Tongue-and-groove panel joints would be
sealed using spray-foam and weeping
holes included to enable drainage to
exterior;
To achieve the estimated increase in
insulation of R-30 across the exterior
envelope, an 8” EPS (@ R-3.9/in) within
the panels is sufficient to achieve R-31.2
with the exterior cladding. Figure A shows
a plan detail drawn during the IDP session
in which the EPS is hung over the existing
building envelope using the integral
strapping though a “squishy layer” of
fibreglass.

Figure A: Plan Detail - Wall Panel

Foundation






Discussion of potential foundation insulation
materials including rigid materials and ICF brick
ledge which has the added benefit of supporting
the above grade panels;
Consideration of installation methods including
excavation, possibly with a water- or pressurized
air-based system, in order to drop a panel down
to the footing;
Figure B shows a section detail of the foundation
designed by the team.

Roofing
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Consideration of assembly methods for roof
panels with the determination that the wall
Figure B: Section Detail - Foundation
panel design can serve both purposes;
Discussion of benefits of having larger roof
sections prefabricated for installation by crane,
in particular reduction of potential water
leakage points;
Roof-wall connection details were proposed
that would require the removal of existing
eaves and reinforcement of roof trusses prior
to installation;
Roof panels could be designed to rest on clips
affixed to the top plate/ceiling joists;
To maximize rooftop PV potential, a design
that maximizes southern exposure is key;
Figure C: Section Detail - Roof / Wall Connection
Figure C shows a section detail of the
roof/wall connection point with existing eaves removed and over-cladding in place;

Windows










A triple-glaze, steel-reinforced PVC frame will meet
the 30-year durability requirement;
Window position within depth of envelope is
incredibly important to achieving occupant comfort
requirements and minimizing moisture risk;
To minimize construction challenges, installation of
windows during panel manufacturing is ideal;
Key point of failure is flashing – best if installed
under controlled conditions;
Window specification should be PassivHaus certified
or near-PassivHaus performance with triple-glazing
and a thermally broken frame;
Operability considerations were discussed with
regard to the added depth of window opening and
safety requirements;
Figure D: Section Detail - Windows
Solar heat gain (SHG) was reviewed including
limitations of maximizing passive solar design in a retrofit situation;
Exterior shading identified as an important design element to improve occupant comfort,
energy consumption, and product lifespan;
Figure D shows a section detail of the window installation detail with consideration of
position within the wall opening;
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Group 3 – H+ME Technologies
General Discussion
The team focused much of its discussion on the wall assembly details and requirements, ultimately
identifying a potential assembly that might be a good solution for prefabrication at scale. The
overarching goal was to identify a prefabricated solution that would result in an R-42 assembly.
The final design was composed of two layers of rigid mineral wool rated at R-8 (e.g. Roxul
comfort board) inside, 2x6 stud wall with more rigid mineral wool, an air and vapour barrier,
strapping and thin profile cladding such as cementitious board. Install a semi-rigid board on the
“squishy” side. It was also recommended that thermal imaging be completed on all the units in
advance of installation (see image below).
The team identified a number of key
issues including:












There is a need to consider the
balance between pre-fabrication
and in-situ fabrication. In the
short-term, a higher amount of onsite fabrication may be required
which will impact cost and
timeline;
There are very advanced systems
such as vacuum insulated panels
however the team noted that
these are expensive and can be
damaged during installation;
Joining the panels was an area
that was identified as potentially
challenging – an overlap will be
required but there is risk of air
leakage and/or thermal bridging,
using trim to hide the joint might
be effective.
NRCan’s PEER approach is to use blown-in cellulose insulation on site however, a potential
problem with cellulose is it tendency to settle over time wherein the R-value may degrade;
The team felt that having access points to allow inspection and (perhaps) incremental
insulation would be a good concept;
It was noted that there are likely to be cases where the walls will not be true (ie. out of
square) so that the use of a flexible material may be needed - this “squishy” layer will
also provide a degree of insulation;
A fire stop of non-combustible material may be needed - blown-in insulation is cheaper
than mineral wool however, it is also more intensive to install on-site;
The team identified the need for building inspectors to be involved early in the process;
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Assembly attachment needs to be carefully considered (e.g. PEER uses supported shelf
angles to hang the walls);
For wood frame construction, there is a need to find the framing and transfer the loads to
the existing foundation;
o The team noted a potential solution would be to use a thinner assembly and a
larger stand-off – i.e. “Balloon framing”;
o Or, the use of an exoskeleton to attach to the existing structure, including a
prefabricated “exo-roof” – the prefab roof would act as a bridge over the
existing roof and therefore eliminate concerns about weight;
o PEER uses a system that that integrates with the footing and requires excavating –
this presents an opportunity to address below-grade insulation as well (preferred)
while eliminating the need to affix panels to the existing building;
The issue of below grade insulation is important – any improvement in above grade
performance is nearly invalidated if the below grade is not similarly improved;
There may be a need to do an “exploratory excavation” – this also presents an
opportunity to replace old systems, lead pipes etc.;
It was noted that Tremco has a cement board system that can be installed both above and
below grade as a continuous layer as well as ceramic insulation systems for high
performance;
The team recommended the following assembly to achieve R-30 (incremental):

Case Study
For the Interfaith project, it was noted that the roof details will require more design work and it is
critical to understand the linkages between the roof design and the wall design – for example –
2x4 walls will not accommodate more weight from the roof.



A potential solution for the roof would be scissor trusses with exterior insulation – there
would be need for crawlspace and demising walls – significant potential additional cost;
Consideration was given to where to attach new mechanicals on the exterior (to reduce
disruption during installation and increase access for maintenance). Options discussed
included under the balcony at the back of the house or at the front door by removing the
sidelights of existing door and adding mechanical closet to front;

A number of issues as relates to the fenestration requirements were also identified. These
included:





A key consideration is where the window will be placed within the wall assembly;
Need minimal number of thermally isolated connections or 9” screw type connects;
Need to include a 6” buck at the top of the frame that will accommodate the thickness of
the window (likely to be triple pane);
Use a low expansion foam or self-expanding foam tape to seal the window and any
potential gaps;

The team finished with a brief discussion of the mechanical systems:


Every house has E/HRV and water heating;
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Is there an opportunity to share heating/cooling?
For the Scarborough project – the exterior “doghouse” might be too complicated;
Keep the central furnace and water heater;
Install an E/HRV;
Install a SEER 20 central a/c;
Investigate passive ventilation.

Group 4 – Modular Mechanical System
This group focused on designing a self-contained exterior mechanical closet that could be
dropped into place quickly during a retrofit, serving as a means provide interior conditioning,
ventilation and domestic water production and house a solar power inverter and controller.
Two different scenarios were looked at with the intent of keeping the closet within the same
overall dimensions. Scenario A utilizes ductwork in a house with an existing forced air heating
system while Scenario B presents an approach without existing ductwork.
The electrical and heating loads of the case study homes were small and may be considered an
optimal case for electrification, but two considerations led to natural gas being selected as a
heating source to achieve net-zero energy cost. First, a recent upgrading of the natural gas
furnace in the case study house presents a capital investment yet to be depreciated and second,
the lower cost of natural gas tankless water heaters combined with their ability to meet domestic
expectations. Electric tankless are available but have a very high amperage draw to
accommodate typical homeowner expectations. An electric tank could be used but it would
require a closet that was dramatically larger to accommodate its physical size.
A number of different control scenarios are available to allow control of the mechanical systems
and with a correctly chosen thermostat/controller, data and fault issues can be monitored to
ensure correct efficiency and equipment operation.
Scenario A: Existing forced air heating system, utilizing ductwork
A self-contained mechanical closet would include an inverter-style heat pump condensing unit, a
tankless water heater and an ERV/HRV unit to provide ventilation air to the home. The existing air
handler / furnace would be used and upgraded as needed to current efficiency standards. The
coil for the heat pump would be retrofitted to existing ductwork.
Domestic water would be provided by the wall hung tankless water heater with gas and water
connections made from the home. The ERV/HRV would be connected to the existing duct system
with connection made from the home. A solar panel inverter/control panel could be incorporated
in the closet as well. The diagram below illustrates Scenario A:
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Scenario A: Existing forced air heating system
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Ensure that connections line up between the closet and the home
Correctly insulate the connection points – gas, water, electrical and ventilation – especially
if closet is moved to a greater distance to facilitate windows and doors – perhaps an
insulated cover for all.
Depending on insulation value of outdoor closet there may need for frost protection; e.g.
a small heater to act as precaution in extreme cold or loss of gas

Scenario B: No existing forced air heating system
A self-contained mechanical closet would include an inverter style heat pump condensing unit,
evaporative coil, tankless water heater, air handler and an ERV/HRV unit to provide ventilation
air to the home. Domestic water and space heating would be provided by the wall hung tankless
water heater with gas and water connections made from the home. The ERV/HRV would be
connected to a duct system nested within the over-cladding panels with connections through the
existing walls to the interior. A solar panel inverter/control panel could be incorporated in the
closet as well. The diagram below illustrates Scenario B:
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Scenario B: No existing forced air heating system
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Installation & Design Considerations






Ensure that connections line up between the closet and the home
Correctly insulate the connection points – gas, water, electrical and ventilation – especially
if closet is moved to a greater distance to facilitate windows and doors – perhaps an
insulated cover for all
Options would need to be looked at to provide distribution ductwork – this could be done
internal of house or if design consideration allows within wall system being put into place
– the use of a small duct air handling system would make this easier to accomplish – wall
insulation needs to be continuous to achieve overall efficiency intent
Depending on insulation value of outdoor closet there may need for frost protection; e.g.
a small heater to act as precaution in extreme cold or loss of gas

Conclusions





A standard size closet could be used in either scenario
Having mechanicals exterior of unit allows easier maintenance and servicing if required
Natural gas if available would be fuel of choice for domestic water production
A simplified control/thermostat would be best for easy homeowner interaction
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Modelling Results
The chart on page 19 details five scenarios for a middle unit in the case study housing
development;
1. Existing building with natural gas furnace;
2. Existing building with electric baseboard heaters;
3. Typical retrofit with interior insulation requiring displacement of occupants for duration of
renovation period;
4. Energiesprong retrofit A – employing an existing forced-air duct system;
5. Energiesprong retrofit B – installation of duct system within exterior cladding.
The Existing Building specifications were created using on-site inspection and measurements by
Building Knowledge staff. Specifications for the Typical Retrofit scenario was based on commonly
employed practices for energy efficiency retrofits.
–
–
–

Modeller: Toby Smith
Software and version number: HOT2000 v.11.6
Weather file: NRCan Wth110

The results of the energy performance simulation models suggest that total energy consumption
can be reduced by almost 60% by employing the Energiesprong methodology. Energiesprong
Retrofit A results in a decrease of 59.38% and Energiesprong Retrofit B results in a decrease of
58.75%. In comparison, the Typical Retrofit results in a decrease of total energy consumption of
46.9%.
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COMPONENTS

EXISTING WITH GAS FURNACE1

EXISTING WITH ELEC. BASEBOARD 2

PROPOSED RETROFIT (Typical)

ENERGIESPRONG RETROFIT A1

ENERGIESPRONG RETROFIT B2

Attic/Ceiling 2nd Flr.

R-35.4

R-35.4

R-60

R-60

R-60

Attic/Ceiling 1st Flr.

R-35.4

R-35.4

R-60

R-40

R-40

Walls Above Grade

R-12

R-12

R-42

R-12+R-38 panel

R-12+R-38 panel

Walls – Garage

R-12

R-12

R-42

R-22

R-22

Exposed Floor

R-20

R-20

R-37.6

R-36

R-36

Basement Header

R-12

R-12

R-39.6

R-45

R-45

Interior Walls

Partial R-7.2

Partial R-7.2

R-37.5

R-45

R-45

Slab

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

U 3.9-5.6

U 3.9-5.6

ENERGY STAR Zone 2 (U1.4)

U 1.1/SHGC 0.38

U 1.1/SHGC 0.38

U 1.0 (R-5.6)

U 1.0 (R-5.6)

U 0.9 (R-6.5)

U 0.9 (R-6.5)

U 0.9 (R-6.5)

6.5 (Measured)

6.5 (Measured)

3.0 (OBC)

1.0 (Target)

1.0 (Target)

Gas Furnace – 95.5% AFUE

Electric Baseboards 100%

ASHP HSPF 10 with Gas Furnace

ASHP – HSPF 9.12, Gas Furnace

ASHP – HSPF 9.12, Tankless

Backup 95.5% AFUE

95.5% Backup

Combo Backup 0.98 EF

Walls & Ceilings

Foundations

Windows & Doors
Aluminum,Slider&Fixed, Double, No
low E
Door – Steel Polystyrene Core
Airtightness
ACH@50
Mechanical Systems
Heating
Domestic Hot Water

Gas Storage Tank with Pilot – 0.62

Gas Storage Tank with Pilot – 0.62

Tankless gas-fired water heater

Tankless gas water heater –

Tankless gas water heater –

EF

EF

0.98EF

0.98EF

0.98EF

Cooling

None

None

ENERGY STAR Central A/C

ASHP 21 SEER

ASHP 21 SEER

Ventilation

None

None

A: HRV 75% SRF with ECM B: ERV

ERV 84% with ECM

ERV 84% with ECM

Drain Water Heat Recovery

None

None

None

R3-60 (53.5% efficient)

R3-60 (53.5% efficient)

Lighting Load

No lighting reduction

No lighting reduction

Reduced

Reduced

Reduced

Other base loads

Standard

Standard

Reduced

Reduced

Reduced

None

None

10 kW, ~8,000 kWh

10 kW, ~8,000 kWh (28.8GJ)

10 kW, ~8,000 kWh

Occupant Loads

Renewable Energy Production
Solar PV
Performance
Est. Annual Gas Consumption (m3/$)

1,732.6 / $724

593.2 / $415

444 / $374

271 / $327

272 / $328

Est. Annual Elec. Consumption (kWh/$)

7,375 / $1,338

18,786 / $2,873

8,446 / $1,482

7,474 / $1,351

7,462 / $1,349

91.1

89.7

46.9

37.0

37.0

Gross Annual Fuel Costs

$2,062

$3.288

$1,856

$1,678

$1,677

Net Annual Fuel Costs (after Net Meter)

$2,062

$3,288

$1,856

$673

$674

Total Energy (GJ)

EnergieSprong Retrofit A – Forced air gas heating system with ductwork  Mechanical closet with inverter HP, furnace backup, tankless gas water heater, and HRV connected to existing ducts. Reference heating system is 95.5%
AFUE natural gas fired furnace. HP is rated to operate until -10°C (14°F).
2 EnergieSprong Retrofit B – No forced air heating system (ie. Baseboard electric)  Mechanical closet with inverter HP, tankless gas water heater providing space heat and DHW, HRV connected to new ductwork. Reference heating
system is 100% efficient electric baseboards. HP is rated to operate until -10°C (14°F).
1

Appendix A: Proponent Team
Interfaith Homes
Durham Non-Profit Housing
Greenwin Property Management

Margie Carlson
Tracy Greig
Derek Brovold

SBC Team
Larry Brydon
Mike Williams
Shawn Vanderhayden
Bettina Hoar
Mike Whelpley
Toby Smith
Maureen Farrell
Mike Singleton
Adam Jones

CEHI/SBC - Session Facilitator
RWDI/SBC - breakout facilitator (team 1)
SBC - breakout facilitator (team 2)
SBC - breakout facilitator (team 3)
CI - breakout facilitator (mechanical)
BK- Energy Modeller
SBC – Report Writer
SBC – Report Writer
SBC – Report Writer

Appendix B: Attendees
Ronald
Matthew
Shawn
Michelle
Troy
Dave
Shaun
Bettina
Mike
Joel
Kathleen
Craig
Kent
Mike
David
Adam
Kyle
Duncan
James
Mike
Clive
Crystal
Cliff
John
Yi
Mark
Derek
Margie
Derek
Tracy
Karen
Sarah
Scott
Dave
David
Larry
Jamie
Kyle
Nick
Toby
Alex

Singh
Pantalone
Vanderheyden
Xuereb
Galvin
Petersen
Joffe
Hoar
Singleton
Anderson
Narbonne
Collins
Foster
Williams
Eckler
Jones
Sandiford
Patterson
Clavel
Whelpley
Carr
Terceira
Mark
Mealey
Liu
Carver
Brovold
Carlson
Pokora
Greig
Eccles
Phillips
Armstrong
Wacker
Moses
Brydon
Gonzales
Anders
Yakushev
Smith
Lukachko

Inline Fiberglass
Panergy
Quadrangle
PCL Construction
Outside In Design + Build
H+ME Technology
Sage Living Toronto
Sustainable Buildings Canada
Sustainable
Sustainable
PCL Construction
RWDI
Architects Rasch Eckler Associates Ltd.
Sustainable Buildings Canada
PCL Construction
Legalett Canada
Cricket Comfort
Mitsubishi Electric
Cricket Comfort
PCL Construction
Northshore Capital Corp.
Federation of Canadian Municipalities
Natural Resources Canada
Greenwin
Inter Faith Homes Group
Inter Faith Homes Group
Durham Housing
Durham Housing
Sarah J Phillips Consulting
WSP
Moses Structural Engineers
Sustainable Buildings Canada
PCL Construction
Building Knowledge
Ryerson
Building Knowledge
RDH Building Science
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Appendix C: HOT2000 Homeowner Information Sheets
This appendix includes detailed HOT2000 modelling reports for four scenarios explored through the
Energiesprong IDP, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Existing building with natural gas furnace;
Existing building with electric baseboard heaters;
Energiesprong retrofit A – employing an existing forced-air duct system;
Energiesprong retrofit B – installation of duct system within exterior cladding.

Existing Building with Natural Gas Furnace

Existing Building with Natural Gas Furnace
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Existing Building with Electric Baseboard
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Existing Building with Electric Baseboard
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EnergieSprong Retrofit A
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EnergieSprong Retrofit A
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EnergieSprong B
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EnergieSprong B
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